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ABSTRACT: Antritrust and Coopservice (judgment of 19 December 2018, case C-216/17) is a peculiar 
product of the Court of Justice. It is one of a kind in aggregate procurement, a subfield of public 
procurement that has remained virtually untouched by the Court. A number of very helpful and 
reasonable directions can be drawn from this judgment with respect to the duration and quantifi-
cation of framework agreements as well as the identification of the authorities entitled to use them 
in the case of framework agreements concluded jointly by several authorities. At the same time, it 
is not a model of adjudication, incurring in some inaccuracies, obvious mistakes, and even unkind-
ness to the referring national court. This surely makes it more enjoyable to read and comment. 
The present Insight shows the slips of the Court, while highlighting the main directions that can be 
extracted vis-à-vis the operation of framework agreements and joint contracts. 
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I. Introduction 

On 19 December 2018 the Court of Justice issued Antitrust and Coopservice, to our best 
knowledge its only judgment addressing the legal limits on joint procurement and 
framework agreements so far.1 
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This judgment can easily become unnoticed amid the extensive jurisprudence pro-
duced by the Court in public procurement. It could even be disregarded as a low-profile 
case, not being a judgment of the Grand Chamber and, at first sight, the findings may 
seem not so revolutionary. Besides, the Court leaves unsolved important aspects, 
commits a few obvious mistakes and is unnecessarily rude with the referring court.  

Yet, for all its faults, Antitrust and Coopservice is fairly important. 
On the one hand, there is hardly any EU caselaw on framework agreements and 

joint procurement, Antitrust and Coopservice standing as one of a kind. Most of the 
judgments in which a framework agreement or some form of joint procurement is in-
volved address general questions that are also present in non-aggregate procurement. 
Quite a lot of disputes concerning frameworks have been brought to the Court, but the 
judgments would have been the same irrespective of the contract being a framework 
agreement or a “normal”, stand-alone contract.2 The same applies to joint procurement 
cases, which appear to be scarcer.3 

On the other hand, the errors committed by the Court do not affect the operative part 
and other conclusions, which are very reasonable and may curb certain understandings 
that are too careless or too flexible vis-à-vis the limits applicable to framework agree-
ments and joint procurement. In particular, their maximum duration and the provision of 
accurate and comprehensive estimates on the value and/or the quantity to be purchased, 
which should operate as a ceiling for the specific contracts awarded under the framework.  

All in all, this judgment delivers the message that procurement aggregation is a seri-
ous thing that should be handled with due care and awareness of the principle of trans-
parency. Account taken of the errors committed… adjudicating too. 

The present Insight is structured as follows. First, we will give basic insight on the 
background of the case, briefing on the principle of transparency in public procurement 
(section II) and some rules governing framework agreements (section III). Section IV 
presents the details of the case at the national stage. From Section V onwards we dwell 
on the judgment, drawing its main directions and signalling some mistakes. Section X 
summarises our main conclusions. 

 
2 Indeed, there is more than one decision related to framework agreements, contrary to what the re-

ferring court indicated (point 4.4 of the Order of Consiglio di Stato of 11 April 2017, No 1690, appeal 
9816/2016). The few cases that do address specificities of frameworks add little value nowadays to the 
current regulation. E.g., definition and estimated value of frameworks (Court of Justice: judgment of 4 
May 1995, case C-79/94, Commission v. Greece, para. 15; judgment of 29 November 2007, case C-119/06, 
Commission v. Italy, paras 43 and 55).  

3 A search limited to the procurement of the institutions shows that, as of 15 June 2019, the Court of 
Justice of the European Union had issued 129 decisions containing the words accord-cadre, contrat-cadre 
or convention-cadre, whereas only 42 decisions included the words conjointe or interinstitutiotionelle. Only 
the judgment of the General Court of 17 January 2019, case T-117/17, Proximus v. Council, has specific in-
terest for joint procurement (para. 98). 
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II. The principle of transparency in public procurement 

ii.1. Transparency before the award of contracts 

Public procurement is based on certain fundamental principles, of which one of the 
most important is surely transparency.4 

In practical terms, transparency comes down to giving the economic operators the 
possibility to apply for a contract, typically via an open call for offers. 

Further, it is required to provide clear and sufficient ex ante information about the 
contract and the rules applicable to the award, so the economic operators are able to 
decide whether to apply and prepare good offers accordingly. 

Transparency also serves to level the playing field mitigating de facto advantages 
enjoyed by national undertakings and incumbent operators, who might have easier or 
privileged access to information about the procurement. In Succhi di Frutta, the Court 
remarked how transparency is a corollary of equality, aimed at precluding any risk of 
favouritism or arbitrariness.5 

ii.2. Ex post requirements stemming from transparency 

After the contract is awarded, the principle of transparency requires that the main fea-
tures of the contract as were advertised do not change substantially.  

In Pressetext the Court held that, to ensure transparency and equal treatment, ma-
terial amendments to public contracts should be regarded as new contracts, so a new 
tender, normally open for competition, would have been due, instead of a direct award 
to the incumbent contractor.6 Contract amendments qualify as material if they extend 
the scope of the contract considerably or introduce conditions which would have al-
lowed for the admission of different tenderers or offers. 

 
4 Art. 18, para. 1, Directive 2014/24/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February 

2014 on public procurement and repealing Directive 2004/18/EC, enshrines transparency, together with 
equality, non-discrimination, proportionality and competition as the principles of procurement. Art. 2 Di-
rective 2004/18/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004, on the coordination 
of procedures for the award of public work contracts, public supply contracts and public service contracts 
mentions equality, non-discrimination and transparency only. (Hereinafter reference will be made to the 
2004 Directive and/or the 2014 Directive. Where a mention of “the Directive” or “the directives” is done, it 
is implied there is no material difference between them.) Some landmark cases on transparency are 
Court of Justice: judgment of 25 April 1996, case C-87/94, Commission v. Belgium (Walloon Buses), and 
judgment of 7 December 2000, case C-324/98, Teleaustria. Transparency is a “central plank” with a “prom-
inent place” in public procurement (I. GEORGIEVA, Using Transparency Against Corruption in Public Procure-
ment: A Comparative Analysis of the Transparency Rules and their Failure to Combat Corruption, Cham: 
Springer, 2017, pp. 5 and 8).  

5 Italics added. Court of Justice, judgment of 29 April 2004, case C-496/99 P, Commission v. CAS Succhi 
di Frutta SpA, para. 111. 

6 Court of Justice, judgment of 19 June 2008, case C-454/06, Pressetext., para. 34. 
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Putting it simply, an authority advertising the purchase of 200 computers should 
not amend the contract to acquire 2,000 computers. Many firms could refrain from par-
ticipating in the award finding the announced scale not feasible or not appealing 
enough, but would be willing to supply the final volume. The same applies vice versa: 
advertising an over-dimensioned contract is likely to exclude operators uncapable of 
executing an extensive service but capable of performing the final, reduced contract.  

III. Framework agreements 

Framework agreements are very used in joint procurement – i.e., procurement carried 
out for the benefit of more than one purchaser. They can accommodate multiple needs 
in different times and places with flexibility and expeditiousness. 

A framework agreement is: “an agreement between one or more contracting authori-
ties and one or more economic operators, the purpose of which is to establish the 
terms governing contracts to be awarded during a given period, in particular with re-
gard to price and, where appropriate, the quantity envisaged.”7 

Therefore, frameworks involve a two-stage procedure: 
1) A fully-fledged procurement procedure to award the framework agreement. 
2) The “call-offs” or derivative procedures run to award the contracts based on the 

framework, which are simpler, because they are conducted only with the awardee(s) of 
the framework under looser procedural requirements. 

Frameworks are closed systems in which no new authority or economic operator may 
enter into: “Those procedures may be applied only between those contracting authorities 
clearly identified for this purpose in the call for competition or the invitation to confirm in-
terest and those economic operators party to the framework agreement as concluded”.8 

Framework agreements may last four years as maximum, except a longer duration is 
duly justified. This limit shows the concern that frameworks result in abusive outcomes, 
as no other contractual type is subject to time constraints.9 The Legislator is so con-
cerned that it has even warned that framework agreements should not be used in a way 
that prevent, restrict or distort competition.10 

 
7 Italics added. Art. 33, para. 1, Directive 2014/24. Art. 1, para. 5, Directive 2004/18. 
8 Art. 33, para. 2, 2014 Directive. 
9 With a single exception: additional deliveries awarded to the original contractor by negotiated pro-

cedure without publication (Art. 32, para. 3, let. b). 
10 Recital 61 2014 Directive. Art. 32, para. 2, 2004 Directive. While a framework is in force, the ser-

vices included in its scope will normally be procured through that framework, instead of through open, 
competitive procedures, benefitting the parties to it solely. Further concerns relate to the risk of collusion 
in the call-offs (A. SÁNCHEZ GRAELLS, Public Procurement and the EU Competition Rules, Oxford: Hart Publish-
ing, 2015, p. 231). Possibly, the recurrent nature of further contracts and the limited number of partici-
pants can facilitate bid-rigging. 
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With regards to quantification, an estimation of the overall economic value of the 
framework agreements is necessary in any case to determine the law applicable, since 
frameworks whose value is below the thresholds of Art. 4 of the Directive fall outside its 
scope. Under Art. 5, para. 5, thereof, the estimated value of a framework shall be the 
maximum estimated value of all the specific contracts envisaged for its total term. It is 
obvious that to determine the estimated value of the contracts it is necessary to know 
the volume of services that may be procured under those contracts. 

Further, a basic claim is that an authority intending to award a framework should 
communicate its breadth to the potential tenderers. The precise terms of this elemental 
duty are dissimilar in the Directives: 

1) The 2004 Directive required to advertise the quantities and the estimated value 
of the framework and, as far as possible, the value and frequency of the specific con-
tracts to be awarded.11  

2) The current Directive requires to announce the quantity and appears to make op-
tional the advertising of the value. The quantity or the value of the contracts based on 
the framework should be provided as far as possible.12 

IV. The case in the national stage 

iv.1. The contract concluded by Garda and its extension to 
Valcamonica 

In 2011 a healthcare body in Garda, Lombardy awarded a sanitation contract to a 
grouping named Markas-Zanetti for nine years including an extension clause by which 
other health authorities could request the contractor to apply the same terms. The con-
tractor was free to accept. However, the contract quantified only the services that would be 
requested by Garda.  

Four years later, another healthcare body based in Valcamonica, which had a simi-
lar contract close to expire with Coopservice did not renew that contract and used the 
extension clause in Garda’s contract.  

 
11 Annex VII A, point 6, first indent, let. a), b) and c) requires announcing the “extent” of the works or 

the “quantity” of the products or services. Third indent in let. a) and b) and second indent in let. c) require 
indicating “the estimated total value […] for the entire duration of the framework agreement and, as far 
as possible, the value and the frequency of the contracts to be awarded”. 

12 Annex V, part C, point 7, 2014 Directive is equivalent to the former Directive (“nature and extent of 
works, nature and quantity or value of supplies, nature and extent of services”), whereas point 8 thereof 
requires to provide the estimated total order of magnitude of the contract. According to point 10 let. a) con-
tract notices should also include “as far as possible, [an] indication of value or order of magnitude and 
frequency of contracts to be awarded” under frameworks. 
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iv.2. The first-instance judgment 

Coopservice challenged such extension before the administrative Court of Lombardy. 
The Italian competition authority filed another appeal.13 
For the claimants the extension was illegal because the contract lacked a maximum 

ceiling for the volumes or values that the beneficiaries could acquire and this allowed 
an indefinite number of direct awards for unspecified values.  

Firstly, the Court acknowledged that a “reasonable” ceiling for the overall contract 
should be established to comply with the principles of transparency, non-discrimination 
and proportionality. Thus, establishing only the estimated quantities to be purchased 
by Garda would not suffice. However, it was found that the ceiling was implicit in this 
contract and an implicit ceiling should be enough, because it qualified as a framework 
agreement. (Frameworks are required to establish the quantity envisaged where appro-
priate.)14 The Court argued that the extension clause was meant to be useful, so it 
should cover services in a quantity enough to meet the needs of the beneficiaries. 
Those needs must amount to the services acquired through contracts in place. The 
beneficiaries were clearly listed in the tender documentation, so the tenderers could 
learn of those contracts and needs easily.15 

iv.3. The appeal before Consiglio di Stato and the referral to the Court 
of Justice  

Both claimants appealed the first-instance ruling before Consiglio di Stato, the supreme 
administrative court in Italy.  

The Council of State was less enthusiastic about the extension clause. Significantly, 
it had declared it null in a previous case, finding, inter alia, that the contract was not a 
framework agreement.16 Surely that is why Markas suggested to request a preliminary 
ruling, a suggestion that was accepted.  

In essence, Consiglio di Stato referred the following two questions: 
1) Can a single authority conclude (sign) a framework agreement on its own behalf 

and on behalf of other authorities?  
2) Can the quantity of services that may be required by those other authorities be  
a) undetermined, or  
b) determined only by reference to their usual needs? 

 
13 Prior to the appeal, it sought a voluntary remedy by request dated 25 February 2016, ref. AS1271, 

www.agcm.it.  
14 Art. 33, para. 1, 2014 Directive. Art. 1, para. 5, 2004 Directive. 
15 Administrative Court of Lombardy, Brescia, judgment of 7 November 2016, appeal 195/2016, pa-

ras 11-20. 
16 Though issued by a section different than the one in charge of the appeals filed by Coopservice 

and Antitrust: Consiglio di Stato, third section, Judgment of 20 October 2016, appeal 4742/2016. 

https://www.agcm.it/dettaglio?db=C12563290035806C&uid=EF24C86DD9E049FBC1257F6A005B6CC6&view=&title=AS1271%20(ex%20S2477)-ASL%20VALLECAMONICA%E2%80%93SEBINO%20%E2%80%93%20AFFIDAMENTO%20DEL%20SERVIZIO%20DI%20PULIZIA%20SANIFICAZIONE%20RACCOLTA%20E%20SMALTIMENTO%20RIFIUTI&fs=21%20bis-Poteri%20dell%27Autorita%27%20Garante%20della%20concorrenza%20e%20del%20mercato%20sugli%20atti%20amministrativi%20che%20determinano%20distorsioni%20della%20concorrenza
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Several unclarities and deficiencies in the referral may have contributed to deterio-
rate the response of the Court of Justice. Overall, it seems fuzzy and excessively long –
27 pages, the recommendation being to stick to 10.17 

It all came down to finding the appropriate interpretation of the rules governing the 
questions disputed, but Consiglio di Stato submitted a seemingly uncontentious issue18 
and elaborated extensively on points that were mostly superfluous in the case, such as 
the definition of contracting authority and the nature of the healthcare bodies.19  

At a given point, it even suggested that the incompatibility of the Italian laws with 
the Union legal order by permitting unquantified framework agreements, a claim incon-
sistent with its previous judgment and the rest of the referral.20 

V. First slip of the Court of Justice: the (inexistent) defective 
transposition of the Directive 

Despite some sloppiness in the referral, the most resounding errors in Antistrust and 
Coopservice seem attributable to the Court of Justice (with some help from the AG).  

The judgment states that Art. 59 of the Italian Public Contracts Code 2006 omitted to 
transpose the fourth and fifth subparagraphs of Art. 32, para. 2, of the 2004 Directive.21 

However, a basic search shows that this observation is unfounded. Both provisions 
were faithfully transposed from the outset in the very same Art. 59, paras 9 and 10.22 

VI. Admissibility of the preliminary questions: Is it really a 
framework, despite it lasts nine years? Equivocal conceptions and 
an unnecessary reprimand from the Court 

Some parties requested the questions to be declared inadmissible because, inter alia, 
the contract was concluded for nine years, while the maximum duration of frameworks 
is four years. Therefore, such contract should not be classified as a framework agree-
ment and the interpretation of the provisions governing frameworks was irrelevant.  

Of course, this is faulty reasoning. The fact that a contract pertaining to a category 
does not comply with a rule applicable to such category does not imply that the con-
tract does not belong to that category. It may rather be unlawful, and the legal regime 

 
17 Court of Justice, Recommendations in relation to the initiation of preliminary ruling proceedings 

(2018/C 257/01), para. 15. eur-lex.europa.eu. 
18 See section VIII below. 
19 The request dedicates to this purpose 1,249 out of 6,304 words (almost a 20%). Referral order, cit., 

points 1.3-1.5, 2.16-2.18, 3.1-3.4 and 3.9-3.13. 
20 Referral order, cit., point 4.1. 
21 Antistrust and Coopservice, cit., para 13.  
22 See www.normattiva.it. 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32018H0720(01)&from=EN
https://www.normattiva.it/atto/caricaDettaglioAtto?atto.dataPubblicazioneGazzetta=2006-05-02&atto.codiceRedazionale=006G0184&queryString=%3FmeseProvvedimento%3D%26formType%3Dricerca_semplice%26numeroArticolo%3D%26numeroProvvedimento%3D163%26testo%3D%26annoProvvedimento%3D2006%26giornoProvvedimento%3D&currentPage=1
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of the category does not become irrelevant for ruling on the validity of the said contract, 
but the opposite. 

The Court of Justice requested from Consiglio di Stato clarifications on why it had 
classified the contract as a framework agreement despite its duration. Consiglio di Stato 
gave back the following arguments:23 

1) It had to classify the contract as a framework because the parties did. The Italian 
courts cannot raise on their own motion irregularities, save for defects causing absolute 
nullity, a narrow category in which the transgression of the duration limit does not fit.24  

2) Even if it could examine the legal consequences of the agreement lasting nine 
years, such duration could be covered by the derogation in Art. 32, para. 2, of the 2004 
Directive, since the agreement aimed at guaranteeing the functioning of hospitals.25  

3) Otherwise, it could be a framework agreement meeting all the elements of the 
European model except duration.26  

Surprisingly, the Court of Justice reprimanded severely Consiglio di Stato for failing to 
set out the reasons why the contract could be covered by the said derogation, a failure that 
would amount to a breach of the Rules of Procedure.27 However, for all we know, Consiglio 
di Stato was never inquired about such reasons,28 despite which, it did put them out.29 

This reaction is all the more surprising because the Court of Justice ultimately found 
that the excessive duration of the framework was irrelevant for admission: 

“[I]t has not been established that a public contract, such as the initial contract, cannot 
be classified as a framework agreement’ within the meaning of Article 1(5) and the fourth 
subparagraph of Article 32(2) of Directive 2004/18 simply on the basis that its term was 
greater than four years and the contracting authority has failed duly to justify why the 
term exceeds that limit. In a situation such as that in the main proceedings, it cannot be 
ruled out, in particular, that a contact such as the initial contract constitutes a valid 

 
23 Order of 19 February 2018, No 1056, appeal 9816/2016. 
24 Under Art. 21 septies of the Italian Law of 7 August 1990, No 241, administrative acts shall be null 

where 1) they lack essential elements, 2) were issued with absolute lack of competence or 3) breach res 
judicata. It seems self-evident that a framework agreement lasting more than four years does not carry 
any of those vices.  

25 Antistrust and Coopservice, cit., para. 27. 
26 Ibid., para. 27, second subpara. 
27 Ibid., para. 36. 
28 Ibid., para 32. Opinion of AG Campos Sánchez Bordona, delivered on 3 October 2018, case C-

216/17, Antitrust and Coopservice, para. 47. Reply of Consiglio di Stato, cit., para. 23. 
29 Of course, one can possibly disagree with the substance of Consiglio di Stato’s arguments (or its form: 

16 pages of which only the last three address the nature of the contract!), but there are better ways to show 
disagreement…. Perhaps the annoyance of the Court had other causes. It is funny to note how AG Campos 
Sánchez-Bordona commences his opinion reporting that the Consiglio di Stato “once again seeks a prelimi-
nary ruling from the Court of Justice on the interpretation of Directive 2004/18/EC” (italics added). 
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framework agreement within the meaning of the latter provision during the first four 
years of its application and expires at the end of that period.”30 

Diplomatic considerations aside, the main teaching we may draw is that the dura-
tion of framework agreements matters. Vague or unspecific justifications, such as the 
connection with an essential service, do not suffice to go beyond four years and failure 
to comply with such limit can deprive the framework of effects or render it invalid.31 

VII. The Directive applicable ratione temporis 

Consiglio di Stato asked about the appropriate interpretation of both 2004 and 2014 Di-
rectives pointing out that the national laws applicable implemented the former, but 
they remained in force after the latter had been approved. Of course, the date a new 
Directive is approved is irrelevant, insofar as such Directive have not been transposed 
into national law or the term established for the transposition have not expired yet.32  

Indeed, the Court of Justice finds applicable the 2004 Directive. It is a settled doctrine 
that the relevant time to determine the applicable directive is that when the contracting 
authority decides definitively the type of procedure to be followed and whether it is nec-
essary a prior call for tenders. This interpretation is aimed at guaranteeing legal certainty 
throughout all the procedure and the execution of the subsequent contract.33 In this case, 
the qualifying date was sometime in year 2011, when Desenzano must have launched the 
procedure to award the framework agreement.34 Thus, the Directive of 2004 applies. 

An interesting, implicit clarification is that, for the Court of Justice, only the date of 
the initial procedure to award the framework matters to determine the law applicable. 
The dates of the call-offs are irrelevant, because the extension to Valcamonica is not 
even mentioned. 

VIII. Can a contracting authority sign a framework on behalf of 
itself and other authorities? 

It is strange that Consiglio di Stato submitted this question.  

 
30 Antitrust and Coopservice, cit., para. 42. 
31 The Court suggests, with inconclusive language, that such inefficacy could appear after the first four 

years (para. 42). The AG seems to support ext tunc forms of inefficacy/invalidity (paras 53-54, footnote 24). 
32 Legislative Decree no. 50 of 18 April 2016 implemented the 2014 Directive. 
33 Court of Justice: judgment of 5 October 2000, case C-337-98, Commission v. France, paras 37-42; 

judgment of 3 October 2019, case C-285/18, Kauno miesto savivaldybė. 
34 A slight mistake could be attributed to the Court when applying this doctrine with reference to the 

award of the contract by Desenzano by Decree of 4 November 2011 (para. 45), when the decision about 
the type of procedure to award the framework was adopted long before, obviously. However, it is also 
obvious that in this case both the award and such decision must have fallen under the temporal scope of 
the 2004 Directive. 
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The judgment of first instance does not show a trace of contentiousness thereto 
and Consiglio di Stato itself found uncontroversial that a single authority can sing a joint 
framework agreement pursuant to the general rules on representation.35 Furthermore, 
Consiglio di Stato does not clarify why it thinks that the Union law may not permit the 
same, save implicitly, by citing in the question Art. 32 of the 2004 Directive, whose para. 
2 provides for that call-offs “may be applied only between the contracting authorities 
and the economic operators originally party to the framework agreement”.36  

Of course, the answer of the Court of Justice is positive. Currently the question has 
lost interest, as the 2014 Directive expressly allows that any contracting authority that 
has been “clearly identified for this purpose in the call for competition or the invitation 
to confirm interest” uses the agreement.37 

The question gives rise to another mistake of the Court of Justice. Once stated that 
the authorities entitled to use a framework agreement should be clearly identified, so 
the requirements as to advertising, legal certainty and transparency are complied with, 
it contradictorily claimed that the identification can appear in a tender document or in 
the framework agreement itself,38 that is, in the final contractual document signed with 
the awardee(s) of the framework.39 Actually, not providing this information until the 
award of the framework hardly complies with the principle of transparency. Such un-
derstanding is incompatible with the wording of the current Directive.40 

IX. Should the quantity that may be required by the potential users 
of the agreement be determined? 

The second question was more interesting.  
Consiglio di Stato asked if the Directive allows that the quantity of services that may 

be required by the authorities that did not sign the agreement may be  
1) undetermined or  
2) determined by reference to their usual needs.  

 
35 Referral order, cit., point 2.13. 
36 Italics added. 
37 Art. 33, para. 2, second subpara, 2014 Directive. It is still an unclear question, though, to which ex-

tent the identification of a contracting authority as beneficiary should be based on a real intent to use the 
agreement (S. ARROSWMITH, The Law of Public and Utilities Procurement, London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2014, p. 
600) and whether newcomers not mentioned upfront could join the framework afterwards under certain 
circumstances (see UK Office of Government Commerce, Action Note 16/10, of 8 September 2010, Need 
to ensure that bodies permitted to use frameworks are adequately identified and clarification is issued if neces-
sary, para. 17, webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk). 

38 Antitrust and Coopservice, cit., para. 56, operative part. Opinion of AG Campos Sánchez Bordona, 
Antitrust and Coopservice, para. 72. 

39 Art. 1, para. 5, 2004 Directive; Art. 33, para. 1, 2014 Directive. 
40 Art. 33, para. 2, 2014 Directive. 

https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110405231446/http:/www.ogc.gov.uk/documents/PPN_1610_Identifing_and_confirming_bodies_able_to_call_off_from_framework_agreements.pdf
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The answer seemed complicated, because a legal provision, appears to make the 
indication of quantities, at least, not absolutely mandatory: only where appropriate.41  

ix.1. Seven arguments for quantification 

In the view of the Court it cannot be accepted that the phrase “where appropriate” means 
that an indication of the quantity of the services covered by the framework is optional.42 

In essence, the Court provides five arguments for mandatory quantification, which 
are presented in a condensed fashion, with frequent implicit understandings and apo-
dictic language. Our summary and reconstruction thereof follow: 

1) Quantification is necessary to estimate the value of the framework. The maximum 
volume must be determined from the outset, as follows from the provisions regulating 
the estimated value of framework agreements (an estimation that would be unfeasible 
in the absence of a quantity; you cannot estimate how much money you may spend if 
you do not know how much service you may require).43 

Further, it follows from the regulation of contract notices that stating the total 
quantity covered by a framework is imperative, while breaking down that quantity into 
each of the specific contracts is due on a best-endeavours basis only.44 

2) The advertised quantity limits the overall usage of the framework agreement. Under 
Art. 32, contracts based on a framework agreement must be awarded within the limits 
of the terms laid down in the agreement, what implies that once the total quantity is 
reached, the framework agreement cannot be used anymore (so the quantity should be 
established in the framework).45 

Non sequitur aside,46 it is fantastic that Antitrust has found that the contracts based 
on a framework are limited by the estimates laid down in the agreement, as it appears 
that certain jurisdictions may not be following such an obvious claim.47 

3) Principle of transparency. The principle of transparency requires that all the condi-
tions and rules of the procedure are drawn up clearly in the contract notice or tender 

 
41 The definition of frameworks: Art. 1, para. 5, 2004 Directive; Art. 33, para. 1, 2014 Directive. 
42 Antistrust and Coopservice, cit., para. 58. 
43 The reasoning in brackets seems implied in para. 60 of Antistrust and Coopservice, cit. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Antistrust and Coopservice, cit., para. 61. The text in brackets is implied. The Court mentions 

frameworks concluded with a single economic operator as regulated by Art. 32 para. 3, 2014 Directive. 
However, the reasoning is applicable to multi-provider agreements, whose based contracts must be 
awarded under the terms of the framework too (Art. 32, para. 4). 

46 There is no logical necessary relation between the framework establishing the terms under which 
further contracts must be awarded and such terms including necessarily a maximum quantity. 

47 This is the case of Spain, where the streamline understanding in the Public Administration seems 
to be that the estimated value of framework agreements is not a ceiling but only an estimation, so it can 
be exceeded. See, inter alia, Junta Consultiva de Contratación Pública del Estado, Opinion 17/12, of 20 No-
vember 2012 www.hacienda.gob.es. 

https://www.hacienda.gob.es/Documentacion/Publico/D.G.%20PATRIMONIO/Junta%20Consultiva/informes/Informes%202012/17-12%20AYUNTAMIENTO%20MADRID%20WEB.pdf
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specifications. The said principle would be affected if the framework agreement did not 
set out the total quantity covered. Transparency is all the more important in framework 
agreements, as contracting authorities are not bound to send a notice of the results for 
each derivative contract.48 

4) Avoid the bypassing of the Directive. Not determining a comprehensive quantity 
would allow to artificially elude the application of the Directive if, as a consequence, the 
value of the frameworks fell under the economical thresholds defining its scope.49 

5) Principle of competition. The requirement to state an overall quantity is a manifes-
tation of the prohibition to use framework agreements in a way that distorts, restricts 
or prevents competition.50 (Indeed, competition would be severely impaired if a low-
value framework turned into a lot of derivative contracts amounting much more than 
advertised initially.) 

ix.2. Two arguments for express quantification 

Finally, two reasons are provided to reject that the quantification is made by reference 
to the usual needs of the contracting authorities:  

1) Equal treatment. Even if a reference to the ordinary needs of the contracting au-
thorities is informative enough for national operators, it cannot be assumed that it 
would be the same for the operators established in another Member State.51 

2) (In the case) it is not hard to give an overall quantity. If it is so easy that the econom-
ic operators find out those ordinary needs, then it should be easy to establish such 
quantity “in the framework agreement itself” (sic!) or in another published document.52 

X. Conclusions 

As we said at the beginning, Antitrust and Coopservice delivers reasonable directions to 
handle framework agreements and joint procurement with care and respect for the le-
gal limits. However, several questions remain obscure and further orientations are 

 
48 Antitrust and Coopservice, cit., paras 63-65. 
49 Ibid., para. 66.  
50 Ibid., para. 69. 
51 Ibid., para. 67. 
52 Ibid., para. 68. The Court, and the AG (para. 81), commit the same mistake again. The overall esti-

mated quantity (or value) is needed in the contract notice or other document available from the outset, 
so the tenderers know what they are applying for! Of course, this is without prejudice to the framework 
agreement repeating such quantity. Under certain conditions the estimated quantity could be specified or 
updated in the framework in accordance with the terms of the tender and the winning offers. (E.g., a ten-
der could be launched to award a framework to the tenderers which offer the best-quality and/or maxi-
mum number of items for a fixed value that the contracting authority is willing to spend. In this case, the 
estimated quantity announced could be incremented when awarding or signing the framework, insofar 
as such tender conditions were advertised transparently). 
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needed to operationalise such directions in the day-to-day practice of contracting au-
thorities. Whereas a comprehensive guidance would exceed the limits of a work like 
this, what follows is just a basic sketch summarising the main conclusions that can be 
drawn from the foregoing: 

1) Duration matters. Incompliance with the legal limits on framework agreement 
duration, including the absence of a proper justification to exceed such limits, if appli-
cable, can stop the effects of the agreement or make it invalid. 

2) The Directive applicable to the award of the framework agreement applies to the 
award of the derivative contracts too. 

3) The potential users of a framework agreement should be identified from the outset. 
4) It is mandatory to establish and, where applicable, advertise the total quantity of 

services that may be requested under a framework agreement. 
5) It is not mandatory, but best endeavours should be used, in order to establish 

and, where applicable, advertise the frequency and value of the derivative contracts 
(and, arguably, the identity of the contracting authority awarding/using such contracts 
in the case of joint framework agreements).  

6) Reasonably, a similar obligation of means applies as to the accuracy of the esti-
mated quantities and values.53 

7) The estimated value and/or the estimated quantity of the framework agreement 
as a whole shall limit the sum of the specific contracts based on such agreement.54 

 
53 Indeed, this does not mean absolute accuracy. In fact, "some uncertainty over the volume of use is 

inherent to many framework agreements and the very reason for them": S. ARROSWMITH, The Law of Public, 
cit., p. 1121. Also, one of the most advantageous characteristics of framework agreements is the retainment 
of the freedom to buy outside the framework, where it is more favourable at the time of the call-off (M. 
ANDRECKA, Framework Agreements, EU Procurement Laws and the Practice, in Procurement Law Journal, 2015, 2, 
p. 133), so, even if the initial estimations were solid, this does not mean they will match reality necessarily. At 
any rate, “some meaningful level of accuracy” is required (R. CANAVAN, Public Procurement and Frameworks, in 
C. BOVIS (ed.), Research Handbook on EU Public Procurement Law. Cheltenham: Elgar, 2016, p. 135-136). To that 
end, strict internal processes informed by reliable data relating to the current and past trends in demands 
for and usage of products and services are key (ibid.). What in no way would be admissible is that "central 
purchasers are unaware of the exact needs of the contracting authorities", and even that "at times the cen-
tralized framework agreements are established without consultation with the end-users contracting authori-
ties": M. ANDRECKA, Framework agreements, cit., p. 138 and 142. 

54 Without prejudice to modifications, where feasible. See Art. 72 2014 Directive. With respect to the 
estimated value, the findings as to the volume of services seem applicable to the estimated value at least 
in part, with the qualification that under the 2014 Directive the indication of the estimated value in con-
tract notices is optional. In para. 66, the Court requires the indication of “quantity and maximum amount 
of services”. In the Romance language versions, the expression in italics refers clearly to the economic 
value (montant maximaux, import massimi, importe máximo, valoarea maximă, montante máximo). 
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